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"Landscape n°5", Henri Hebeisen





"Words Escape Me", Brian Beck
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"The Last Whales", Henri Hebeisen





"Chemins du Nord", Gustavo Deveze





"Fishing Night", Aryeom Han





"The Lady in the Roses", Brian Beck





"Perchance to Dream", Patrick David





"(USS Alabama) Little Planet", Patrick David





"Chimères des Fleurs", Gustavo Deveze



Inkscape is a professional vector
graphics editor for Windows, Mac
OS X and Linux. It's free and open
source.

Scribus is an Open Source program
that brings professional page layout
to Linux, BSD UNIX, Solaris,
OpenIndiana, GNU/Hurd, Mac OS X,
OS/2 Warp 4, eComStation, and
Windows desktops with a
combination of press-ready output
and new approaches to page design.

Blender is a free and open source
3D animation suite. It supports the
entirety of the 3D pipeline—modeling,
rigging, animation, simulation,
rendering, compositing and motion
tracking, even video editing and
game creation.

GIMP is the GNU Image Manipulation
Program. It is a freely distributed
piece of software for such tasks as
photo retouching, image composition
and image authoring. It works on
many operating systems, in many
languages.

Aryeom Han is a
young South Korean
independant

animation film director and
animation artist. Her first co-
directed short animation,
"Grandma Ocean", got
screened in more than a
dozen festivals and won 2
prices. She is now an artist in
residency in the association
LILA in Paris, and is planning
on funding her own animation
studio, Studio Girin. Also she
is an awesome user of GIMP.

Brian Beck has
worked as a public
servant in US higher

education for the past 14
years. His passion revolves
around sparking creative and
innovative ideas in others. For
the past 5 years, he has used
Linux and Open Source
Software in order to address
technological and budgetary
needs within the education
system. His enthusiasm
opened a whole new world
of potential by understanding
the impact and power of the
Open Source Mindset on
people's lives.

Gustavo Deveze
lives and works in
Argentina. He is an

illustrator and independant
animation film director. Some
of his works have been
published at Editorial
Sudamericana, Editorial
Santillana, Editorial
Estrada/McMillan, Editorial
Kapelusz , diario Clarín,
Correo Argentin... and he
regularly contributes to the
comics fanzine Gorgonzola
(France). He usually works
with GIMP, and constantly
experiments with other Free
Software (TUPI, Blender,
Synfig, Inkscape…).

Henri Hebeisen is a
French 3D graphic
designer and a

"Blender Foundation Certified
Trainer". He works with many
agencies, in particular in
architecture. Self-taught, he
worked with several reknown
3D artists. Among other
projects, he participated to
the creation of the american
project "TUBE" under Bassam
Kurdali. Nowadays he
regularly holds talks and
Workshops and co-authored
in 2013 the book "La 3D
libre avec Blender 2.6" with
Olivier Saraja and Boris
Fauret.

Patrick David is an
American
photographer and

F/OSS advocate. He has
written for Linux Pro
Magazine, GIMP Magazine,
and has been updating
tutorials on www.gimp.org. A
selection of his works is
currently on exhibition in his
living room.
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LILA is a French non-profit association. They promote Arts
and Artists. For LILA, Free Software is not the end goal, but
a necessary step towards a better computer graphics
environment. Some members also actively contribute to Free
Software (code, promotion…).

LILA started this small project on the hope of showcasing
nice artists and some of their artworks made with Free
Software.

By promoting Arts, Artists, tools which respect the users and
a sharing philosophy, we are hoping that people get how
important it is for Artistic practices to evolve, in a world
where copyright, "intellectual property", lawyers, patents and
money are the high road…

Mimi & Eunice (mimiandeunice.com), below, from the
awesome artist Nina Paley, say it much better than us! :-)

� 2010 by Nina Paley. Copying is an act of love. Please copy.

libreart.info
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